
 
 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Happy New Year and welcome back to term 2, Primary 7!  
I hope you all had a lovely Christmas holiday and managed to enjoy some fun family time. I am missing 

you all at school at the moment, but hopefully it won't be too long until we are back together again. 

You have all been working hard to access and complete your school work on Teams so far, and I 

enjoy seeing the tasks you are uploading. Please continue to share your learning J 

The most important things to remember during home learning: 

- Do your best and work as hard as you can. 

- Set yourself sensible goals. We are not expecting you to complete every task every day, but it would 
be great if you could always try the core activities we set. 

- Be kind - to yourself, your parents, your brothers and sisters and each other. It will make everyone 
feel a whole lot happier! 

 

January 2021 

Online Safety & Rules for TEAMS: 
 

§ Remember to only share what you feel comfortable sharing. Assignments are set up so that 
learning activities can be shared with Miss Sherlow privately.  

§ Remember you are ‘at school,’ so when you are commenting on Teams posts, please use 
the correct punctuation and spelling. 

§ Make sure your comments are appropriate for a school forum and are respectful.  
§ Also make sure you always reply to a post and do not start a new conversation. 
§ Miss Sherlow will be available on Teams between 8:45am and 3:05pm. 

 

 

Interdisciplinary Learning: 
 

§ Scots Poems 
§ Personal Projects – Famous Scots 

Your task is to choose a famous Scottish person that inspires you and create a project all 
about them in the format of your choice. This could be done digitally (e.g. as a movie, as a 
presentation using tools such as Sway or PowerPoint) or as a handwritten personal project. 
This project is due on Friday 5th February when we will hopefully be able to share them with 

our classmates in school. 
 

Online learning: Literacy 
 

§ Daily Spelling tasks 
§ Reading – Reading skills and 

comprehension tasks 
§ Grammar tasks weekly 
§ Writing tasks weekly 

 
Some of these will be supported with video or 

audio links. 

 

Online learning:  
Maths & Numeracy 

 

§ Mental numeracy daily 
addition, subtraction,  

multiplication and division 
§ A core numeracy or maths task 

§ Weekly Sumdog Challenge 
 
Some of these will be supported with video or 

audio links. 
 


